
Didi L-Shape
Sectional
S P E C  S H E E T



The Didi sectional is simple, structured, and sophisticated. Modern boxy arms
complement comfortable, down blend cushions and a classic, versatile profile
perfect for any space. You’ll never have to compromise style for comfort with
the Didi. A deep seating area, single bench cushion, and structured black legs
maintain a modern look, while the soft, high back keeps you cozy.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
W:122.00” x D:122.00” x H:30.00” x Depth: 40.00”

DIMENSIONS 
Overall: Width: 122.00”
Overall Depth: 122.00”
Overall Height: 30.00”
Sitting Space Left: W:99.00” x D:24.00”
Sitting Space Right: W:99.00” x D:24.00”
Seat Height: 16.00”
Arm Height: 23.00”
Seat Depth: 24.00”

MATERIALS
Iron / Fog: 72% Poly, 28% Viscose + Wood frame + Black wood legs
Cognac Leather: Real leather + Wood frame + Black wood legs
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AVAILABLE FABRIC FINISHES

IRON

FOG

COGNAC LEATHER

72% Poly + 28% Viscose

72% Poly + 28% Viscose

Top grain leather
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

FRAME
A combination of hardwood, softwood and engineered wood products are kiln or air dried to
ensure the integrity of the frame. All critical joints are double dowelled, stapled or screwed and
glued for maximum strength.

SUSPENSION & SUPPORT
Sinuous steel spring construction ensures great comfort. An 8.5 gauge is used in the seat 
construction and 11 gauge with the back cushions to provide the ultimate stability.

CUSHION FILL
Down mixed with polyester fiber offers the ultimate softness and comfort with a 2 to 4 centimeters
white duck feather. The feathers are washed and cleaned for minimal residual dust/allergens.
The feathers fill a cotton casing that wraps around a 1.9 lb foam core that offers a plush cozy &
“lived-in” / relaxed look.

UPHOLSTERY
Iron / Fog
The fabric is spill and stain repellent which provides a permanent and unmatched repellency
to oil and water-based stains caused for example by coffee, soda, wine, mustard and salad
dressing. Liquids bead up on the fabric’s surface, therefore facilitating the cleaning process. It is
also Antimicrobial which reduces odors and risks of stains caused by microorganisms including
bacteria, fungi and algae, thus avoiding degradation of the fabric. This technology can achieve
more than 99.9% of bacterial reduction.
Wyzenbeek: 100,000

Cognac Leather
Designed to become “distressed” looking over time. Leather will become lighter in areas of
heavy use. Excellent slick surface feel, along with a light pull up that creates a two-tone effect.
The natural patina in this leather will only get better with age taking on a beautiful aged look
that should take years to create.
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